























ISOLATIONS OF CUBIC LATTICES FROM THEIR PROPER
SUBLATTICES
BYEONG-KWEON OH
Abstract. A (positive definite and integral) quadratic form is called an iso-
lation of a quadratic form f if it represents all subforms of f except for f itself.
The minimum rank of isolations of a quadratic form f is denoted, if it exists,
by Isopfq. In this article, we show that IsopI2q “ 5 and IsopI3q “ 6, where
In “ x21 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` x
2
n
is the sum of n squares for any positive integer n. After
proving that there always exists an isolation of In for any positive integer n,
we provide some explicit lower and upper bounds for IsopInq. In particular,
we show that IsopInq P Ωpn
3
2
´ǫq for any ǫ ą 0.
1. Introduction
For a positive integer n, an integral quadratic form f of rank n is a homogeneous
quadratic polynomial
fpx1, x2, . . . , xnq “
nÿ
i,j“1
fijxixj pfij “ fji P Zq
with n variables such that the discriminant detpfijq is nonzero. The symmetric
matrix pfijq is called the Gram matrix corresponding to the quadratic form f .
Throughout this article, we always assume that any quadratic form f is integral
and positive definite, that is, the corresponding Gram matrix is integral and positive
definite. We say a quadratic form gpy1, y2, . . . , ymq “
řm
i,j“1 gijyiyj of rank m is
represented by the form f if there are integers tij ’s such that
fpt11y1 ` t12y2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` t1mym, . . . , tn1y1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` tnmymq “ gpy1, y2, . . . , ymq.
If Mf “ pfijq and Mg “ pgijq are the Gram matrices corresponding to f and g,
respectively, then g is represented by f if and only if there is an integral matrix
T “ ptijq P Mn,mpZq such that
T tMfT “ Mg.
Hence the existence of a representation between two quadratic forms is equivalent
to the existence of an integral solution of the system of diophantine equations given
by those quadratic forms. Any quadratic form that is represented by a quadratic
form f is called a subform of f .
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Clearly, every subform of a quadratic form g is represented by a quadratic form
f if g itself is represented by f . One may naturally ask whether or not the converse
of the above statement is also true, that is,
if every proper subform of g is represented by f , then g is represented by f?
Related with this question, it was proved in [8] that the ternary diagonal quadratic
form f “ 2x2 ` 2y2 ` 5z2 represents all squares of integers except for 1, that is, f
represents all subforms of the unary quadratic form x2 except for x2 itself. On the
contrary, Elkies, Kane, and Kominers proved in [7] that any quadratic form which
represents all proper subforms of x2 ` y2 ` 2z2 represents x2 ` y2 ` 2z2 itself.
To study the above question, the following definition seems to be quite natural.
A (positive definite and integral) quadratic form is called an isolation of a quadratic
form f if it represents all subforms of f except for f itself. The minimum rank of
isolations of a quadratic form f is denoted, if it exists, by Isopfq. As stated above,
the diagonal ternary quadratic form 2x2 ` 2y2 ` 5z2 is an isolation of x2, and
one may easily check that Isopx2q “ 3. In fact, the existence of an isolation of a
quadratic form f is closely related with the uniqueness of a minimal Sf -universality
criterion set, where Sf is the set of all subforms of f .
Let S be a set of (positive definite and integral) quadratic forms with bounded
rank. A quadratic form f is called S-universal if it represents all quadratic forms
in the set S. A subset S0 of S is called an S-universality criterion set if any S0-
universal quadratic form is, in fact, S-universal. We say S0 is minimal if any proper
subset of S0 is not an S-universality criterion set. The 15-theorem, proved by Con-
way and Schneeberger in 1993 (see [2]), states that the set t1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 10, 14, 15u
is a minimal Z`-universality criterion set, where Z` denotes the set of all positive
integers. Here, a positive integer a corresponds to the unary quadratic form ax2.
As a generalization of the 15-Theorem, Kim, Kim, and the author proved in
[10] that there is always a finite S-universality criterion set. After proving that,
the authors asked whether or not the minimal S-universality criterion set is unique
for any set S of quadratic forms with bounded rank. In [7], Elkies, Kane, and
Kominers answered this question in the negative by giving simple examples of sets
S that have minimal S-universality criteria sets with multiple cardinalities. In fact,
they proved that if S is the set of all quadratic subforms of x2 `y2 `2z2, then both
tx2 ` y2 ` 2z2u and tx2 ` y2, 2x2 ` 2y2 ` 2z2u are minimal S-universality criteria
sets.
For a quadratic form f , let Sf be the set of all subforms of f . Clearly, tfu
is a minimal Sf -universality criterion set. Suppose that tf1, f2, . . . , ftu is another
minimal Sf -universality criterion set. From the definition, f is not isometric to fi
for any i “ 1, 2, . . . , t. If there is a quadratic form, say F , which represents all
proper subforms f , then F represents fi for any i “ 1, 2, . . . , t. From the definition
of an Sf -universality criterion set, F represents all subforms of f . In particular,
F represents f itself. Therefore there does not exist an isolation of f . Conversely,
suppose that tfu is the unique minimal Sf -universality criterion set. Let ĂSf be the
set of all proper subforms of f , and let tf1, f2, . . . , fsu be a minimal ĂSf -universality
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criterion set. Note that such a finite set exists always by the result of [10]. Since
tf1, f2, . . . , fsu is not an Sf -universality criterion set, there is a quadratic form
which represents fi for any i “ 1, 2, . . . , s, and hence represents all proper subforms
of f , whereas it does not represent f itself. This implies that there is an isolation
of f . Therefore there is an isolation of a quadratic form f if and only if the set tfu
is the unique minimal Sf -universality criterion set.
In this article, we prove that there is an isolation of the quadratic form In “
x21 ` x22 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` x2n whose Gram matrix is the nˆ n identity matrix for any positive
integer n. Furthermore, we prove that
IsopI2q “ 5 and IsopI3q “ 6.
In Sections 4 and 5, we provide explicit lower and upper bounds for IsopInq for any
positive integer n. In particular, we show that IsopInq P Ωpn
3
2
´ǫq for any ǫ ą 0.
Recall that for two arithmetic functions fpnq and gpnq, we say fpnq P Ωpgpnqq if
and only if there is a constant C ą 0 such that C ¨ gpnq ď fpnq for any sufficiently
large integer n.
The subsequent discussion will be conducted in the language of quadratic spaces
and lattices. The readers are referred to [9] and [19] for any unexplained notations
and terminologies. For simplicity, the quadratic map and its associated bilinear
form on any quadratic space will be denoted by Q and B, respectively. The term
lattice always means a finitely generated Z-module on a finite dimensional positive
definite quadratic space over Q.
Let L “ Zx1 ` Zx2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` Zxn be a Z-lattice of rank n. For a prime p, let
Zp be the p-adic integer ring. We define Lp “ L b Zp, which is considered as a
Zp-lattice. A Z-lattice M is said to be represented by L if there is a linear map
σ : M ÝÑ L such that Qpσpxqq “ Qpxq for any x P M . Such a map is called a
representation from M into L, which is necessarily injective because the symmetric
bilinear map defined on M is assumed to be nondegenerate. If there is a linear
map σp : Mp Ñ Lp satisfying the above property for some prime p, then we say
M is represented by L over Zp. We say M is locally represented by L if M is
represented by L over Zp for any prime p. If M is represented by L, then we
simply write M Ñ L. In particular, if M “ xmy is a unary Z-lattice, then we write
m Ñ L as well as xmy Ñ L. Two Z-lattices L and M are isometric if there exists
a representation sending L onto M . In this case we will write L – M . If L is
a lattice and A is one of its Gram matrix, we will write L – A. We will often
address a positive definite symmetric matrix as a lattice. If M is isometric to L
over Zp for any prime p, then we say M is contained in the genus of L, and we
write M P genpLq. The number of isometry classes in the genus of L is called the
class number of L, and is denoted by hpLq. It is well known that the class number
of any Z-lattice is always finite. It is also well known that a Z-lattice K is locally
represented by L if and only if there is a Z-lattice M P genpLq such that K Ñ M .
The diagonal matrix with entries a1, . . . , an on its main diagonal will be denoted
by xa1, . . . , any. If L and M are Z-lattices, their orthogonal sum is denoted by
L K M . The Z-lattice In “ Ze1`Ze2`¨ ¨ ¨`Zen of rank n whose Gram matrix is the
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identity matrix is called the cubic lattice of rank n. Hence we have In » x1, 1, . . . , 1y.
The Z-lattice In is frequently called the sum of n squares.
2. Isolations of Z-lattices
In this section, we introduce some notions and basic facts on Z-lattices which
are used throughout this article.
Definition 2.1. A Z-lattice ℓ is called irrecoverable (by its sublattices) if there is
a Z-lattice which represents all sublattices of ℓ except for ℓ itself. Such a Z-lattice
is called an isolation of ℓ. We say ℓ is recoverable if there does not exist such a
Z-lattice satisfying the above property.
Note that a Z-lattice ℓ is irrecoverable if and only if there is an isolation of ℓ. It
was proved in [8] that the unary cubic Z-lattice I1 “ x1y is irrecoverable and hence
any unary Z-lattice is irrecoverable. Furthermore, it was proved that there are
exactly 15 ternary diagonal isolations of I1. For example, the ternary diagonal Z-
lattice x2, 2, 5y represents all squares of integers except for 1. A recoverable Z-lattice
was first given in [7] by Elkies, Kane, and Kominers. They proved that the ternary
Z-lattice x1, 1, 2y is recoverable, which answers a question of Kim, Kim and the
author [10] in the negative. For some recent development on binary irrecoverable
Z-lattices, see [11]. In fact, there are infinitely many recoverable binary Z-lattices
up to isometry including x1, 4y.
Lemma 2.2. The cubic Z-lattice In is irrecoverable for any positive integer n.
Proof. Let ΦpInq be the set of all proper sublattices of In. Then by the result
of [10], there is a finite subset Φ0pInq “ tℓ1, ℓ2, . . . , ℓtu of ΦpInq such that any
Φ0pInq-universal Z-lattice is ΦpInq-universal. Without loss of generality, we may
assume that there is an integer t0 with 0 ď t0 ď t ´ 1 such that ℓi “ Iki for any
i “ 1, 2, . . . , t0, and ℓi “ Iki K ℓ1i for any i with t0 ` 1 ď i ď t, where ℓ1i is a
Z-sublattice of ℓi such that minpℓ1iq ě 2. Since In R ΦpInq, we have ki ď n ´ 1 for
any i “ 1, 2, . . . , t. Now, define
L “ In´1 K ℓ11 K ¨ ¨ ¨ K ℓ1t.
Then, the Z-lattice L is Φ0pInq-universal and hence ΦpInq-universal. Since L does
not represent In itself, it is an isolation of In. This completes the proof. 
Though the following lemma is well known, we provide the proof for those who
are unfamiliar with this.
Lemma 2.3. Let p be a prime and let ℓ be a Z-sublattice of In with index p. Then
there are integers u2, . . . , un with 0 ď u2 ď ¨ ¨ ¨ ď un ď p2 such that
ℓ » Iu2,...,unppq :“ Zpe2 ` u2e1q ` Zpe3 ` u3e1q ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` Zpen ` une1q ` Zppe1q,
where teiuni“1 is an orthonormal basis for In, that is, Bpei, ejq “ δij for any i, j
with 1 ď i, j ď n..
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Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume that minpℓq ě 2. By Invariant
Factor Theorem, there is a basis tx1, . . . ,xnu for In such that ℓ “ Zx1 ` Zx2 `
¨ ¨ ¨ ` Zxn´1 ` Zpxn (see, for example, 81:11 of [19] ). For each i “ 1, 2, . . . , n, let
ei “ ai1x1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` ainxn. From the assumption, we know that ain ı 0 pmod pq.
Let ui be the positive integer less than p such that ain `uia1n ” 0 pmod pq for any
i “ 2, 3, . . . , n. Then ei ` uie1 P ℓ for any i “ 2, 3, . . . , n and
Iu2,...,unppq :“ Zpe2 ` u2e1q ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` Zpen ` une1q ` Zppe1q Ă ℓ Ă In.
Note that Iu2,...,ui,...,unppq » Iu2,...,pp´uiq,...,unppq. Hence if ui is greater than p2 ,
then one may replace it with p ´ ui so that we may assume that 0 ď ui ď p2 . Now,
the lemma follows directly from the fact that rIn : Iu2,...,unppqs “ rIn : ℓs “ p. 
We will frequently use the following well known lemma in the next section.
Lemma 2.4. Let p be an odd prime. Let Lp be a quaternary unimodular Zp-lattice
and let ℓp be a binary Zp-lattice. If dNp “ 1, then ℓp Ñ Np. If dNp “ ∆p, where
∆p is a nonsquare unit in Zp, then
ℓp Û Np ðñ dpQpℓpq “ ´∆p and Hppℓpq “ ´1,
where Hpp¨q is the Hasse symbol over Zp. In particular, if ℓp represents a unit in
Zp, then ℓp Ñ Lp.
Proof. This is a direct consequence of Theorem 1 of [20]. 
A Z-lattice R is called a root lattice if it is generated by vectors x such that
Qpxq “ 1 or 2. It is well-known that any root lattice is isometric to an orthogonal
direct sum of indecomposable root lattices, which are
I1, An pn ě 1q, Dn pn ě 4q, and En p6 ď n ď 8q.
Conway and Sloane introduced in [5] a convenient way of describing a Z-lattice with
small discriminant by using root sublattices of it (see also [4] and Chapter 4 of [6]).
Throughout this article, we adopt their notation to present a Z-lattice with small
discriminant. For those who are unfamiliar with this notation, we briefly introduce
Conway and Sloane’s notation for some specific case (see also [4]).
Suppose that L1, . . . , Lt are integral lattices. For each i “ 1, . . . , t, let xi be a
vector in L#i . We define
(2.1) L1 ¨ ¨ ¨Lt rx1 ¨ ¨ ¨xts :“ pL1 K ¨ ¨ ¨ K Ltq ` Zpx1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` xtq.
Note that this lattice is integral if and only if Qpx1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ `xtq is an integer. If Li “
Zrzis – xay for some integer a and xi “ zim , then in the notation L1 ¨ ¨ ¨Lt rx1 ¨ ¨ ¨xts,




For n ě 1, the root lattice An is
An “ tpa0, a1, . . . , anq P Zn`1 : a0 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` an “ 0u,
which is viewed as a sublattice in Zn`1. It is an integral lattice of rank n and
discriminant n ` 1. Its glue vectors are defined by
risAn “ ris “
ˆ
i
n ` 1 , . . . ,
i
n ` 1 ,
´j






with j components equal to i{pn`1q, and i components equal to ´j{pn`1q, where













where z is a vector orthogonal to An such that Qpzq “ a. Another example is
A1A18r11 12 s, which is the Z-lattice
pA1 K A1 K Zzq ` Z
´



















Note that for any i with 0 ď i ď n, Qprisq ď Qpris ` xq for any x P An.
For n ě 4, the root lattice Dn is
Dn “ tpa1, a2, . . . , anq P Zn : a1 ` a2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` an ” 0 pmod 2qu.
It is an integral lattice of rank n and discriminant 4. Its glue vectors are defined by
r0sDn “ r0s “ p0, 0, . . . , 0q, Qpr0sq “ 0






, . . . , 1
2
˘
, Qpr1sq “ n
4
r2sDn “ r2s “ p0, 0, . . . , 1q, Qpr2sq “ 1






, . . . ,´ 1
2
˘
, Qpr3sq “ n
4
.
3. Isolations of cubic lattices of rank 2 and 3
For an irrecoverable Z-lattice ℓ, recall that
Isopℓq “ mintrankpLq : L is an isolation of ℓu.
As mentioned in the introduction, we have IsopI1q “ 3. In this section, we prove
that
IsopI2q “ 5 and Isop3q “ 6.
Theorem 3.1. The quinary Z-lattice x1, 2y K A221r1 13 s is an isolation of I2 with
minimal rank, and hence IsopI2q “ 5.
Proof. Let L be an isolation of I2. Then, since x1, 4y Ñ L, there is a Z-sublattice
N of L such that L » x1y K N . Furthermore, since I2 is not represented by L, we
have minpNq ě 2. Since x2, 2y Ñ L, we have x2, 2y Ñ N . Furthermore, since






Ñ L and I1p3q Û x1, 2, 2y,
we have µ3pNq ď 5, where µkpNq is the k-th successive minimum of N (for this,
see [13]). Assume that the rank of L is 4. Then one may easily check that all
quaternary candidates of L and binary sublattices of I2 that are not represented by
L are listed in Table 1. Therefore, there does not exist a quaternary isolation of I2.
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Table 1. Quaternary candidates and their exceptions
Quaternary candidates An exception
x1, 2, 2, by for 2 ď b ď 5 I1p3q
x1, 2y K A2 I0p3q
x1, 2y K A110r1 12 s I0p5q
x1, 2y K A114r1 12 s I1p3q
x1, 2y K A118r1 12 s I2p5q
x1y K A3 I0p3q
x1y K A1A18r11 12 s I2p5q
x1y K A1A112r11 12 s I0p3q
x1y K A1A116r11 12 s I0p5q
Now, we will show that the quinary Z-lattice L “ x1, 2y K A221r1 13 s is an
isolation of I2. It suffices to show that for any prime p and an integer k with
0 ď k ď p
2
, the binary Z-sublattice
Ikppq “ Zpe2 ` ke1q ` Zppe2q “
ˆ
1 ` k2 kp
kp p2
˙
of I2 with index p is represented by L by Lemma 2.3. Since both I0p2q “ x1, 4y
and I1p2q “ x2, 2y are represented by L, we may assume that p ě 3. To show the
existence of a representation, we prove that
(3.1) ĆIkppq :“
ˆ
1 ` k2 kp
kp p2 ´ 2
˙







Note that the class number of the quaternary Z-lattice M is one. Furthermore,
since dp ĆIkppqq “ p2 ´ 2pk2 ` 1q ą 0, it suffices to show that ĆIkppqq is represented by
Mq over Zq for any prime q.
Let q be any prime not contained in t2, 7, pu. Since pdp ĆIkppqq, k2 ` 1, qq “ 1,
either ĆIkppqq is unimodular over Zq or it represents a unit in Zq. Therefore the
unimodular Zq-lattice Mq represents ĆIkppqq over Zq by Lemma 2.4. If q “ p ‰ 7,
then p2 ´ 2 is a unit in Zq and Mq is unimodular. Assume that q “ 7 ‰ p. If
p2 ´ 2pk2 ` 1q ı 0 pmod 7q, then the unimodular Z7-lattice ĆIkppq7 is represented
by M7 » x1, 1,´1,´7y. If p2 ´ 2pk2 ` 1q ” 0 pmod 7q, then k2 ` 1 is a square unit
in Zq. Hence ĆIkppq7 is represented by M7 over Z7. If q “ p “ 7, then ĆIkppq7 is
a unimodular Z7-lattice. Hence it is represented by M7 over Z7. Finally, assume
that q “ 2. Note that
dp ĆIkppqq “ p2 ´ 2pk2 ` 1q ” 5, 7 pmod 8q and ĆIkppq is an odd Z-lattice.
Therefore ĆIkppq2 is represented by M2 » x3, 3, 3, 5y over Z2. This completes the
proof. 
Theorem 3.2. The Z-lattice I2 K A3 K x3y of rank 6 is an isolation of I3 with
minimal rank, and hence IsopI3q “ 6.
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Proof. Let L be an isolation of I3. Then L » I2 K N for some Z-sublattice N of
L such that minpNq ě 2. Since A3 “ I1,1p2q is represented by L, it is represented
by N . Therefore if the rank of L is 5, then L » I2 K A3. However, one may easily
check that I1,1p3q » A2 K x3y Û I2 K A3. Hence the rank of L is greater than 5
and µ4pNq ď 3. Therefore if the rank of L is 6, then all possible candidates are













Note that the third one does not represent I1,1p3q.
Now, we prove that L “ I2 K A3 K x3y is an isolation of I3. To prove this, it
suffices to show that for any prime p, the Z-sublattice
Ia,bppq “ Zpe1 ` ae3q ` Zpe2 ` be3q ` Zppe3q
´
0 ď a ď b ď p
2
¯
of I3 with index p is represented by L. If p ď 5, then we may directly chcek that
Ia,bppq Ñ L. Hence we assume that p ě 7.





1 ` a2 ab ap
ap 1 ` b2 bp
ap bp p2 ´ 3
˛
‚ Ñ M :“ I2 K A3.
Since the class number of M is one and dp ČIa,bppqq “ p2 ´ 3pa2 ` b2 ` 1q ą 0 from
the assumption, it suffices to show that ČIa,bppqq is represented by Mq over Zq for
any prime q.
If q ‰ 2, p, then pp2´3pa2`b2`1q, a2`b2`1, qq “ 1. Hence ČIa,bppqq has a binary
unimodular component over Zq. Therefore it is represented by the unimodular Zq-
lattice Mq. Assume that q “ p. Note that Mq is a quinary unimodular Zq-lattice
with dMq “ 1. If q does not divide a2 ` b2 ` 1, then ČIa,bppqq is unimodular over
Zq and hence it is represented by Mq over Zq. Assume that q divides a
2 ` b2 ` 1.
Then one may easily show that the binary Zq-sublattice of ČIa,bppqq
ˆ
1 ` a2 ap




1 ` b2 bp
bp p2 ´ 3
˙
is unimodular over Zq. Therefore ČIa,bppqq is represented by Mq over Zq.
Finally, assume that q “ 2. First, assume that a ” b ” 0 pmod 2q. Then
dp ČIa,bppqq “ p2´3pa2`b2`1q ” 2 pmod 4q and Z2pe1 `ae3q`Z2pe2 `be3q » x1, 1y
or x1, 5y over Z2. Hence ČIa,bppq2 » x1, ρ, 2ǫy over Z2, where ρ ” 1 pmod 4q and
ǫ P Zˆ2 . Therefore, by Theorem 3 of [20], we have
ČIa,bppq2 Ñ M2 » x1, 3, 3, 3, 12y over Z2.
Assume that a ı b pmod 2q. Without loss of generality, we assume that a is odd.
Since
dp ČIa,bppqq “ p2´3pa2`b2`1q ” 3 pmod 4q and
ˆ
1 ` a2 ap
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we have ČIa,bppq2 » A2 K xρy over Z2 for some ρ ” 1 pmod 4q. Therefore it is
represented by M2 over Z2. Finally, assume that a ” b ” 1 pmod 2q. In this case,
we have
dp ČIa,bppqq “ p2´3pa2`b2`1q ” 0 pmod 8q and
ˆ
1 ` a2 ab



















K x1, 1, 12y.
Now, assume that a2 ` b2 ą p2
3
´ 1. Since





2 ` c2 cd 1 ` ca
cd 2 ` d2 1 ` da
1 ` ca 1 ` da 1 ` a2
˛
‚,
where c “ a ´ b and d “ a ` b ´ p. Since 0 ď a ď b ď p
2
, one may easily show that










2 ` c2 cd 1 ` ca
cd 2 ` d2 1 ` da
1 ` ca 1 ` da a2 ´ 2
˛
‚ Ñ M “ I2 K A3.
Since a ě 2 and we are assuming that p ě 7, we have











´ 1 ` 1
¸
ą 0,
which implies that Ipc, dq is positive definite. Assume that q ‰ 2, p. Note that
Ipc, dqq has a binary unimodular component over Zq. Therefore it is represented
by Mq over Zq. Assume that q “ p. If q does not divide c2 ` d2 ` 2, then Ipc, dqq
has a binary unimodular component over Zq and hence Ipc, dq is represented by M
over Zq. Therefore we may assume that q divides c
2 `d2 `2. Furthermore, we may
also assume that for any w P tc, du,
det
ˆ
2 ` w2 1 ` wa
1 ` wa a2 ´ 2
˙
“ 2a2 ´ 2w2 ´ 2aw ´ 5 ” 0 pmod qq.
Therefore q divides c´ d and also divides c2 ` 1. In this case, since c2 ` 2 is a unit
square in Zq, Ipc, dqq is represented by Mq over Zq by Lemma 2.4.
Finally, assume that q “ 2. Since c ı d pmod 2q, we have
dpIpc, dqq “ p2 ´ 6pc2 ` d2 ` 2q ” 7 pmod 8q.
Furthermore, since
dpZpe1 ´ e2 ` ce3q ` Zpe1 ` e2 ` de3qq “ 2pc2 ` d2 ` 2q ” 6 pmod 8q,
we have
Z2pe1 ´ e2 ` ce3q ` Z2pe1 ` e2 ` de3q » x3, 2y or x3, 10y.
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Therefore Ipc, dq2 » x´1,´1,´1y over Z2, which is represented by M2 over Z2.
This completes the proof. 
Corollary 3.3. The quinary Z-lattice L “ I1 K A3 K x3y is an isolation of I2.
Proof. For any proper sublattice ℓ of I2, the ternary Z-sublattice I1 K ℓ of I3 is
represented by I2 K A3 K x3y by Theorem 3.2. Hence ℓ is represented by L. 
4. A non-linear lower bound for IsopInq
In this section, we prove that the minimum rank IsopInq of isolations of a cubic
lattice In has a non linear lower bound. More precisely, we show that IsopInq P
Ωpn 32 ´ǫq for any ǫ ą 0.
Let L be a Z-lattice. The Z-sublattice of L generated by vectors of norm 1 or
2 is denoted by RL. Let ℓ be a Z-sublattice of L. If ℓ is an indecomposable root
sublattice of L, we denote the indecomposable component of RL containing ℓ by
RLpℓq. For any x P L, we define the projection Projℓpxq P Qℓ of x on ℓ and the
projection ProjℓKpxq P QℓK of x on ℓK “ tz P L : Bpz, ℓq “ 0u such that
x “ Projℓpxq ` ProjℓK pxq.
For any positive integers n and k with 1 ă k ď n ´ 1, we define






“ Zp´e1 ` e2q ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` Zp´en´1 ` enq ` Zp´pen´k`1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` enqq.
Note that An,k is a Z-sublattice of In with index k and dpAn,kq “ k2. The vector
´pen´k`1 ` en´k`2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` enq P An,k will always be denoted by xn,k. Note that
xn,k “ rks ` 1nx0, where x0 “ ´kpe1 ` e2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` enq P AKn´1 is a vector such that
Qpx0q “ k2n.
Lemma 4.1. Assume that there is a representation φ : An,k Ñ In´1 K L for some
Z-lattice L with minpLq ě 2. If 1 ă k ă ?n, then we have φpAn,kq Ă L.
Proof. Since An´1 is not represented by In´1, we have φpAn´1q Ă L. Suppose that
φpxn,kq “ u`v, where u P In´1 and v P L. Then clearly, ProjφpAn´1qpvq “ φprksq.
Since
k “ Qpφpxn,kqq “ Qpuq ` Qpvq ě Qpuq ` QpProjφpAn´1qpvqq “ Qpuq ` Qprksq
“ Qpuq ` kpn´kq
n
ą Qpuq ` k ´ 1,
we have u “ 0. This completes the proof. 
Remark 4.2. Note that the above lemma does not hold if
?
n ď k. For example,
one may easily check that A16,4 is represented by x1y K A15r4s, whereas A16,4 is
not represented by A15r4s.
Theorem 4.3. Let n be an integer greater than 15 and let k be an odd integer such
that 1 ă k ă ?n. Let L be a Z-lattice with minpLq ě 2. If there is a representation
φ : An,k Ñ L, then RLpφpAn´1qq “ Am´1 for some integer m ě n.
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Proof. Since we are assuming that n ě 16, and RLpφpAn´1qq is an indecomposable
root sublattce of L containing φpAn´1q, we have either RLpφpAn´1qq “ Am´1 or
RLpφpAn´1qq “ Dm for some integer m with m ě n. Suppose that RLpφpAn´1qq “
Dm, where Dm “ Zpe1 ´ e2q ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` Zpem´1 ´ emq ` Zpem´1 ` emq. We assume
that φ : An,k Ñ Dm ` Zpφpxn,kqq. Without loss of generality, we may assume that
φpAn´1q “ Zp´em´n`1 ` em´n`2q ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` Zp´em´1 ` emq and
φpxn,kq “ risDm ` d ` ProjDKmpφpxn,kqq,
where 0 ď i ď 3, d P Dm, and DKm is the orthogonal component of Dm in
Dm ` Zpφpxn,kqq. If i “ 0, then QpProjDK
m
pφpxn,kqqq is an integer. Hence An,k is
represented by Dm by Lemma 4.1. Since we are assuming that k is odd, this is a
contradiction. If i “ 1 or 3, then






which is also a contradiction. Finally, assume that i “ 2. Then Dm `Zpφpxn,kqq “
Dm ` Zpem ` x0q, where x0 “ ProjDK
m
pφpxn,kqq. Since we are assuming that




aiei ` tpem ` x0q,
where
řm
i“1 aiei P Dm and t is a nonzero integer. From the assumption, we have
mÿ
i“1
aiei ` tem “
m´nÿ
i“1
aiei ´ pa´ 1qpem´n`1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` em´kq ´ apem´k`1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` emq,
for some integers aip1 ď i ď m ´ nq and a. Therefore, we have
k “ Qpφpxn,kqq “ Qp
mÿ
i“1
aiei ` temq ` Qptx0q ě minpk, n ´ kq ` Qptx0q ą k,
which is a contradiction. Therefore we have RLpφpAn´1qq “ Am´1 for some integer
m greater than or equal to n. 
Remark 4.4. Some conditions on n and k cannot be removed. For example, if k is
even, then An,k is always represented by Dn. One may easily check that A8t`3,2t`1
is represented by D8t`4r1s for any positive integer t. In fact, if we assume that
D8t`4r1s “ Zpe1 ´e2q ` ¨ ¨ ¨ `Zpe8t`3 ´e8t`4q `Zpe8t`3 `e8t`4q `Z
´




then A8t`3,2t`1 is isometric to
Zpe1 ´ e2q ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` Zpe8t`2 ´ e8t`3q ` Z
ˆ




which is a sublattice of D8t`4r1s.
Theorem 4.5. Let n be an integer and let s, k be relatively prime odd integers




. Let L be a Z-lattice with minpLq ě 2 such that
there are representations φk : An,k Ñ L and φs : An,s Ñ L. Then we have
RLpφkpAn´1qq K RLpφkpAn´1qq.
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Proof. Recall that RLpφkpAn´1qq is the indecomposable component of the root sub-
latticeRL of L containing φkpAn´1q. Suppose on the contrary thatRLpφkpAn´1qq “
RLpφspAn´1qq. Then by Theorem 4.3, there is an integer m ě n such that
RLpφkpAn´1qq “ RLpφspAn´1qq “ Am´1 “ Zp´e1 ` e2q ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` Zp´em´1 ` emq.
Let xn,k P An,k and xn,s P An,s be vectors defined before. Let ω “ k or ω “ s. We
assume that φω : An,ω Ñ Am´1 ` Zpφωpxn,ωqq. By taking a suitable isometry of
Am´1, if necessary, we may assume that





pem´n`1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` em´ωq `
´pn ´ ωq
n
pem´ω`1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` emq .
First, we prove that
(4.1) ProjAm´1pφωpxn,ωqq P rωsAm´1 ` Am´1 or rm ´ ωsAm´1 ` Am´1.
Assume that ProjAm´1pφωpxn,ωqq P rjs ` Am´1 for some j with 0 ď j ď m.
Since there is an isometry of Am´1 interchanging j and m´ j, we may assume that
0 ď j ď m
2
. Let u “ ProjAm´1pφωpxn,ωqq ´ rjs P Am´1. Since φωpAn´1q Ă Am´1,
we have φωprωsq ´ prjs ` uq P φωpAn´1qK. First, assume that ω ă j ď m2 . Then
we have
ω “ Qpφωpxn,ωqq ě Qprjs ` uq ě Qprjsq “
jpm ´ jq
m




which is a contradiction.































































Hence if we define β “ ´j{m and α “ pωm ´ njq{mn, then we have
φωprωsq ´ rjs “ p
m´nhkkkikkkj
β, . . . , β,
n´ωhkkkikkkj
α, . . . , α,
ω´jhkkkkkkkkkkkikkkkkkkkkkkj
´1 ` α, . . . ,´1 ` α,
jhkkkikkkj
α, . . . , αq.
Therefore there are integers s1, . . . , sm´n and s such that
u “ p
m´nhkkkkkkikkkkkkj
s1, . . . , sm´n,
n´ωhkkikkj
s, . . . , s,
ω´jhkkkkkkkkkkkikkkkkkkkkkkj
´1 ` s, . . . ,´1 ` s,
jhkkikkj
s, . . . , sq,
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where
řm´n
i“1 si ` ns ´ pω ´ jq “ 0. Hence


















` s ´ 1
˙2
ω.






. If s ‰ 0, then








pn ´ ωq ą ω,
which is a contradiction. Therefore s “ 0 and řm´ni“1 si “ ω ´ j ą 0. Consequently,
we have













































which is a contradiction.
Now, let uk,us P Am´1 and zk, zs P AKm´1 be vectors such that
φkpxn,kq “ rks ` uk `
1
m




Since Bprks, rssq “ spm´kq
m
, and Bpφkpxn,kq, φspxn,sqq is an integer, there is an
integer T such that Bpzk, zsq “ ksm ` Tm2. For any ω P tk, su, since















we have Qpzωq ď mω2. Furthermore, since
0 ď dpZzk ` Zzsq “ QpzkqQpzsq ´ Bpzk, zsq2 ď pksmq2 ´ pksm ` Tm2q2,




from the assumption, we have T “ 0 and Qpzωq “ mω2 for
any ω P tk, su. Since k and s are relatively prime, there are integers τ and µ such
that τk ` µs “ 1. Choose a vector
u “ r1s ´ pτprks ` ukq ` µprss ` usqq P Am´1.
Then we have






“ pm ´ 1q
m
` pτ
2mk2 ` 2τµksm ` µ2ms2q
m2
“ 1.
Therefore L contains a unit vector, which is a contradiction. 
Remark 4.6. Let L be a Z-lattice defined by















Zx ` Zy “
ˆ
28 ¨ 9 ´28 ¨ 13
´28 ¨ 13 28 ¨ 25
˙
.
Then L is an integral Z-lattice of rank 29 such that minpLq “ 2 and dL “ 2. Note
that both An,3 and An,5 are represented by L for any integer n with 6 ď n ď 28.
Hence Theorem 4.5 does not hold for ps, k, nq “ p3, 5, nq for any integer n with
6 ď n ď 28.
Theorem 4.7. Let n be any positive integer greater than 1 and let t be the number




. Then any isolation of In represents
In´1 K Dn K
pt ´ 1q-orthogonal sumshkkkkkkkkkkkikkkkkkkkkkkj
An´1 K ¨ ¨ ¨ K An´1 .




for any ǫ ą 0.




. Let L be any
isolation of In. Then clearly, L » In´1 K L1 for some Z-sublattice L1 of L with
minpL1q ě 2. Since the Z-sublattice An,pi “ An´1p2inrpi 1n s of In is represented by
L, whereas it is not represented by In´1, we have An,pi Ñ L1 for any i “ 1, 2, . . . , t.
Note that An,2 “ Dn. Now, by Theorems 4.3 and 4.5, we have
In´1 K Dn K
pt ´ 1q-orthogonal sumshkkkkkkkkkkkikkkkkkkkkkkj
An´1 K ¨ ¨ ¨ K An´1 Ñ L
The theorem follows directly from this. 
5. An explicit upper bound for IsopInq
In this section, we give an explicit upper bound for IsopInq. Let L “ Zx1 `
Zx2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` Zxn be a Z-lattice of rank n, and let




be the corresponding quadratic form. Note that the corresponding quadratic form
fL depends on the choice of the basis for L. Let hj ’s and ci,j ’s be rational numbers
such that




“ h1px1 ` c12x2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` c1nxnq2
`h2px2 ` c23x3 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` c2nxnq2
` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` hnx2n.
We say the “ordered” basis txiuni“1 for L (or the corresponding quadratic form fL)
is Hermite reduced
(i) if |cij | ď 12 for any i, j with 1 ď i ă j ď n and
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(ii) if, as a quadratic form,




f iLpxi, . . . , xnq “ hi for any i “ 1, 2, . . . , n.
For each i “ 1, 2, . . . , n, the above constant hi is called the i-th Hermite minimum of
L with respect to the basis txiu (or the i-th Hermite minimum of the corresponding
Hermite reduced form fL). Note that a Hermite reduced basis is different from a
Minkowski reduced basis, which is usually adapted (for details, see [3]). One may
easily check that any Z-lattice has a Hermite reduced basis, which is not necessarily
unique in general. If ai is an integer satisfying |ai ` ci,i`1| ď 12 , then from the
definition, it satisfies








for any i with 1 ď i ď n ´ 1.
For a positive integer n, let Gpnq be the set of all Z-lattices of rank n that are
represented by a sum of squares Im for some positive integer m. We define
gpnq “ mintN : ℓ Ñ IN for any ℓ P Gpnqu.
Larange proved that any positive integer is a sum of four squares and hence gp1q “ 4.
In [14], Mordell generalized Lagrange’s four square theorem by proving that any
positive definite integral binary quadratic form is represented by a sum of five
squares and hence gp2q “ 5. Ko proved in [12] that gpnq “ n ` 3 for any integer
n “ 3, 4, 5. In [15] and [16], it was proved that gp6q “ 10. For some basic properties
and upper bounds for gpnq for some large n, see [17] and [18]. As far as the author
knows, there is no known exact values of gpnq for any n ě 7. Recently, it was




Theorem 5.1. For any positive integer n, we have









n2 ´ 47n ´ 1.
Proof. Let L be any proper sublattice of In. Then there is a nonnegative integer
k less than n and a sublattice ℓ of L with minpℓq ě 2 such that L “ Ik K ℓ. If a
Z-lattice L represents all Z-lattices of rank less than n whose minimum is greater
than 1, then In´1 K L is an isolation of In, and hence IsopInq ď n ´ 1 ` rankpLq.
Let ℓ “ Zx1 ` Zx2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` Zxn be a Z-lattice of rank n such that minpℓq ě 2.
We assume that txiuni“1 is a Hermite reduced basis for ℓ. Assume that the n-th
Hermite minimum hn of ℓ with respect to this Hermite reduced basis is greater
than or equal to 4. Define a Z-lattice rℓ “ ZĂx1 ` ZĂx2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` ZĂxn such that
Bp rxi, Ăxjq “
#
Bpxi,xjq if pi, jq ‰ pn, nq,
Bpxn,xnq ´ 2 otherwise.
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Then we have
frℓpx1, x2, . . . , xnq “ fℓpx1, x2, . . . , xnq ´ 2x2n
“ h1px1 ` c12x2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` c1nxnq2
`h2px2 ` c23x3 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` c2nxnq2
` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` phn ´ 2qx2n.
Since we are assuming that hn ě 4, the Z-lattice rℓ is positive definite. Now, assume
that px1, x2, . . . , xnq P Zn ´ tp0, 0, . . . , 0qu. If xn “ 0, then
frℓpx1, x2, . . . , 0q “ fℓpx1, x2, . . . , 0q ě 2,
and if xn ‰ 0, then frℓpx1, x2, . . . , xnq ě phn ´ 2qx2n ě 2. Hence minprℓq ě 2.
Furthermore, by taking a suitable basis for ℓ, we may assume that there are integers
ai’s such that
f 1ℓpx1, x2, . . . , xnq “ f 1rℓpx1, x2, . . . , xnq ` 2pa1x1 ` a2x2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` anxnq
2,
where the corresponding quadratic form f 1rℓ is a Hermite reduced form. Since dprℓq ă
dpℓq, by repeating the above process, if necessary, at most finitely many, we may
conclude that there is a positive interger N and integers aij ’s such that
rfℓpx1, x2, . . . , xnq “ 2
Nÿ
i“1
pa1ix1 ` a2ix2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` anixnq2 ` gpx1, x2, . . . , xnq,
where rfℓ is a quadratic form corresponding to ℓ for a suitable basis, and g is
a Hermite reduced quadratic form with minpgq ě 2 such that the n-th Hermite
minimum un of g is less than 4. From this and the definition of gpnq, the quadratic
form rfℓ is represented by 2Igpnq K g.
Now, assume that
gpx1, x2, . . . , xnq “
řn
i,j“1 gijxixj
“ u1px1 ` d12x2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` d1nxnq2
`u2px2 ` d23x3 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` d2nxnq2
` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` unx2n,
where ui is the i-th Hermite minimum of g for any integer i with 1 ď i ď n. Note
that
#
2 ď gii “ u1d21i ` u2d22i ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` ui´1d2i´1,i ` ui ď 14 pu1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` ui´1q ` ui
|gi,j | “ |u1d1id2i ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` ui´1di´1,idi´1,j ` uidij | ď 14 pu1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` ui´1q ` 12ui,





. Hence if Spnq is the set of all Hermite reduced quadratic



































where Sj “ u1 ` u2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` uj for any integer j with 1 ď j ď n. Since the Z-lattice
In´1 K 2Igpnq KgPSpnq Lg
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represents all proper Z-lattices of In, but not In itself, it is an isolation of In. Now,
the theorem follows directly from this. 
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